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Abstract—In this paper, a framework of beamspace channel es-
timation in millimeter wave (mmWave) massive MIMO system is
proposed. The framework includes the design of hybrid precoding
and combining matrix as well as the search method for the largest
entry of over-sampled beamspace receiving matrix. Then based
on the framework, three channel estimation schemes including
identity matrix approximation (IA)-based scheme, scattered zero
off-diagonal (SZO)-based scheme and concentrated zero off-
diagonal (CZO)-based scheme are proposed. These schemes to-
gether with the existing channel estimation schemes are compared
in terms of computational complexity, estimation error and total
time slots for channel training. Simulation results show that
the proposed schemes outperform the existing schemes and can
approach the performance of the ideal case. In particular, total
time slots for channel training can be substantially reduced.
Index Terms—Millimeter wave communications, channel esti-
mation, hybrid precoding, massive MIMO, beamspace.
I. INTRODUCTION
Millimeter wave (mmWave) communication is a promising
technology for next generation wireless communication owing
to its abundant frequency spectrum resource [1], [2]. However,
realizing mmWave massive MIMO in practice is not a trivial
task, which faces the problem of high propagation loss due to
the high carrier frequency [3]. To compensate for the propaga-
tion loss, antenna arrays are usually used to form directional
beamforming. Fortunately, thanks to the short wavelength of
the mmWave frequency, large antenna arrays are possible to
be packed into small form factors.
In order to exploit the spatial degree of freedom, the hybrid
analog and digital precoding is usually employed [4]–[6].
A small number of RF chains are tied to a large antenna
array. This structure enables parallel transmission, and thus
provides the potential to approach the capacity bound that
can be achieved by digital precoding. On the other hand, the
large antenna arrays challenge the low-complexity design of
hybrid precoding and channel estimation [7]. In particular,
the hybrid precoding may require matrix operations with a
scale of antenna size, which is generally large in mmWave
communication [4]. Moreover, the channel estimation is also
rather time consuming due to the large number of antennas at
both transmitting and receiving sides [8].
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To reduce the complexity of channel estimation in mmWave
massive MIMO system, some advanced schemes based on
the beamspace channel have been proposed very recently
[8]–[14]. A hybrid and multiresolutional codebook (HMC)-
based channel estimation method and a JOINT-based channel
estimation method are proposed in [8] and [9], respectively.
The common idea of [8] and [9] is to use the hierarchical
codebook, where the precision of channel estimation relies
on the number of the layers in the hierarchical codebook.
The key ideas of [11]–[14] are to efficiently explore the
sparsity of beamspace channel by sparse signal processing
techniques. An enhanced compressive sensing (ECS)-based
channel estimation scheme is proposed in [11], which explores
the channel sparsity in beamspace. With higher resolution of
phase shifters, improved channel estimation accuracy can be
achieved since higher freedom is available for the design of
measurement matrix for the sparse recovery [4], [5].
However, considering the limited beamspace resolution, the
sparsity of beamspace channel may be impaired by power
leakage [15], indicating that the beamspace channel is not
ideally sparse and there are many small nonzero entries [16].
Therefore, it brings extra challenge for the sparse recovery
[17], [18]. To solve this problem, an adaptive support detec-
tion (ASD)-based channel estimation scheme is proposed to
iteratively detect and adjust the channel support to find one
with the largest channel power [14]. Note that the beamspace
resolution is proportional to the reciprocal of the antenna
number. Therefore, ASD-based scheme cannot obtain high
precision channel estimation regarding the channel power
leakage [8]. A discrete compressive sensing (DCS)-based
channel estimation scheme is proposed in [15], where the
beamspace resolution can be set arbitrarily and can be higher
than the reciprocal of the antenna number, leading to better
channel estimation performance than ASD-based scheme. An
over-sampling compressive sensing (OCS)-based channel es-
timation scheme is proposed in [17], where the measurement
matrix is consisted of a large number of over-sampling steering
vectors and is capable of estimating the angle of arrival (AoA)
and angle of departure (AoD) more accurate than conventional
measurement matrix. However, both DCS-based and OCS-
based schemes use random measurement matrices, which can
not always achieve the optimal performance. In particular, the
estimated AoA and AoD can not be always within the scale
of quantization error even without any noise. Therefore, it is
better to use deterministic measurement matrix.
In this paper, we first propose a framework of beamspace
2channel estimation, which is divided into two subproblems,
including the design of the hybrid precoding and combining
matrix, and the search method for the largest entry of over-
sampled beamspace receiving matrix. Note that the design of
the hybrid precoding and combining matrix as well as the
search method for the largest entry is original. Then based on
the framework, we propose three channel estimation schemes.
1) We propose an identity matrix approximation (IA)-based
channel estimation scheme. We formulate the design of hybrid
combining and hybrid precoding as two optimization problems
with the constraint of total power and constraint of the constant
envelope required by phase shifters. Due to the non-convexity
of the problems, we decouple the design of analog combining
and digital combining, and then obtain closed-form solutions.
We propose an algorithm for the design of hybrid combining
matrix. The algorithm repeatedly fixes the analog combining
matrix to obtain digital combining matrix, and then fixes
the digital combining matrix to obtain the analog combining
matrix in turn, until the stop condition is satisfied. Detailed
steps summarized in an algorithm table are provided. Since
the design of the hybrid precoding matrix is similar, we briefly
describe the design of the hybrid precoding matrix. Note that
the hybrid combining matrix and the hybrid precoding matrix
can be designed off-line before the channel training. After
that, we propose an algorithm to search the largest entry of
the over-sampled beamspace receiving matrix. The algorithm
is based on trichotomy search and includes two stages, where
we find the main lobe in the first stage, and we find the largest
entry corresponding to the peak within the main lobe in the
second stage.
2) We design hybrid precoding matrix and hybrid combining
matrix so that the coordinates of the largest entry of over-
sampled beamspace receiving matrix are the AoA and AoD
within the quantization error. Then we convert the discrete
problem into a continuous problem to obtain the derivative.
By setting the derivative zero, we get two solutions where
the first solution is found to be meaningless. Based on the
second solution, we propose two zero off-diagonal (ZO)
beamspace channel estimation schemes, namely, scattered zero
off-diagonal (SZO)-based scheme and concentrated zero off-
diagonal (CZO)-based scheme.
• In the SZO-based channel estimation scheme, the nonzero
diagonal entries are uniformly distributed with the same
interval. Since the main lobe and the side lobes have the
same envelope, we first make beam training based on
codebook to find the main lobe and then use complemen-
tary channel estimation to further estimate the channel
AoA and AoD within the main lobe. An integration-
based codebook design method which results in closed-
form expression of codewords is proposed and compared
with the existing sparse-based codebook design method.
Note that the proposed integration-based codebook design
method is original.
• In the CZO-based channel estimation scheme, the
nonzero diagonal entries are concentrated on the upper
left corner of the matrix. Since the envelope of the main
lobe and the side lobe is different, we can directly employ
the algorithm proposed in the IA-based scheme to search
the largest entry of over-sampled beamspace receiving
matrix corresponding to the channel AoA and AoD within
the main lobe.
Additionally, we also compare the above three schemes
together with the existing channel estimation schemes in terms
of computational complexity, estimation error and total time
slots for channel training.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the system model and problem formulation of beamspace
channel estimation with hybrid precoding and combining are
provided. In Section III, we propose three beamspace channel
estimation schemes. The simulation results are provided in
Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
The notations are defined as follows. Symbols for matrices
(upper case) and vectors (lower case) are in boldface. (·)T ,
(·)H , (·)−1, IL, 1L, CM×N , ⊗, vec(·), E{·}, O(·), 0M ,
0M×N , ‖ · ‖0, ‖ · ‖2, ‖ · ‖F , A[p, q], 〈·〉, ⌊·⌋, Tr(·), Z,
R{·} and CN , denote the transpose, conjugate transpose
(Hermitian), inverse, identity matrix of size L, vector of size
L with all entries being 1, the set of M ×N complex-valued
matrices, kronecker product, vectorization, expectation, order
of complexity, zero vector of size M , M ×N zero matrix, l0-
norm, l2-norm, Frobenius norm, entry of A at the pth row and
qth column, round function, floor function, trace, set of integer,
real part and complex Gaussian distribution, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. System Model
We consider a time division duplexing (TDD) multi-user
mmWave massive MIMO system comprising a base station
(BS) and U users. We focus on the uplink transmission. Both
the BS and users are equipped with an uniform linear array
(ULA) [19]. Let NA, MA, NR and MR denote the number of
antennas at the BS, number of antennas at each user, number of
RF chains at the BS and number of RF chains at each user. In
practical mmWave massive MIMO with hybrid precoding and
combining, the number of RF chains is much smaller than that
of antennas, i.e., NR ≪ NA and MR ≪MA. This is because
we use large antenna array to form directional beamforming,
which can compensate for the propagation loss caused by the
high carrier frequency [20].
For uplink transmission, each user performs analog precod-
ing in RF and digital precoding in the baseband, while the
BS performs analog combining in RF and digital combining
in the baseband. The received signal vector at the BS can be
represented as
y =WBWR
U∑
u=1
HuFR,uFB,usu +WBWRn (1)
where FB,u ∈ CMR×MR , FR,u ∈ CMA×MR , WB ∈
C
NR×NR , and WR ∈ CNR×NA are the digital precoding
matrix, analog precoding matrix, digital combining matrix, and
analog combining matrix for the u(u = 1, 2, . . . , U)th user,
respectively. su ∈ CMR denotes the signal vector satisfying
E{susHu } = IMR . n ∈ CNA denotes additive white Gaus-
sian noise (AWGN) vector satisfying n ∼ CN (0, σ2INA).
3Hu ∈ CNA×MA denotes the channel matrix between the BS
and the uth user and can be expressed according to the widely
used Saleh-Valenzuela channel model [1] as
Hu =
√
NAMA
Lu
Lu∑
i=1
gu,iα(NA, θu,i)α
H(MA, ϕu,i) (2)
where Lu and gu,i denote the total number of resolvable paths
and the channel fading coefficient of the ith path for the
uth user, respectively. Usually, there is a strong line-of-sight
(LOS) path (i = 1) and Lu − 1 much weaker non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) paths (2 ≤ i ≤ Lu). The mmWave transmission
essentially relies on the strong LOS path. The steering vector
α(N, θ) is defined as
α(N, θ) =
1√
N
[
1, e−jpiθ, ..., e−jpiθ(N−1)
]T
. (3)
Define the AoA and AoD of the ith path of the uth user as Θu,i
and Φu,i, respectively. Further define θu,i ,
2dBS
λ sinΘu,i
and ϕu,i ,
2dUE
λ sinΦu,i, where dBS and dUE denote the
antenna interval of the BS and users, respectively. We usually
set dBS = dUE = λ/2, where λ is the wavelength of mmWave
signal. In practice, both Θu,i and Φu,i obey the uniform
distribution [−π, π] [8], [21].
B. Problem Formulation
Note that y in (1) is a combination of signal from different
users. We use T1 different digital precoding matrices and
analog precoding matrices, denoted as F t1B,u ∈ CMR×MR
and F t1R,u ∈ CMA×MR , respectively, t1 = 1, 2, . . . , T1, at
the u(u = 1, 2, . . . , U)th user. We use T2 different digital
combining matrices and analog combining matrices, denoted
as W t2B ∈ CNR×NR and W t2R ∈ CNR×NA , respectively,
t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2, at the BS. To distinguish different user
signal at the BS, each user repeatedly transmits an orthogonal
pilot sequence pu ∈ CU for T1T2 times. For simplicity, we
suppose each user transmit the same pilot sequence for all
MR RF chains, where the pilot matrix for the uth user can
be defined as P u , [pu,pu, . . . ,pu]
H = 1MRp
H
u ∈ CMR×U .
The channel keeps constant during T , T1T2U time slots [16].
During the T1 repetitive transmission of pilot sequence from
the ((t2−1)T1+1)th transmission to (t2T1)th transmission, we
use T1 different F
t1
B,u and F
t1
R,u for hybrid precoding while
using the same W t2B and W
t2
R for hybrid combining, where
the received pilot matrix Y t1,t2 ∈ CNR×U can be denoted as
Y t1,t2 =W t2BW
t2
R
U∑
u=1
HuF
t1
R,uF
t1
B,uP u +W
t2
BW
t2
RN
t1,t2
(4)
with N t1,t2 ∈ CNA×U representing the AWGN matrix.
Each entry of N t1,t2 independently obeys complex Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and variance of σ2. To ease the
notation, we define N˜
t1,t2
, W t1BW
t1
RN
t1,t2 . Due to the
orthogonality of pu, i.e., p
H
u pu=1 and p
H
u pi = 0, ∀u, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , U}, i 6= u [14], we can obtain the measurement
vector rt1,t2u ∈ CNR for the uth user by multiplying Y t1,t2
with pu as
rt1,t2u = Y
t1,t2pu =W
t2Huf
t1
u + n˜
t1,t2 (5)
where
W t2 ,W t2BW
t2
R , f
t1
u , F
t1
R,uF
t1
B,u1MR ,
n˜
t1,t2 , N˜
t1,t2
pu.
(6)
Note that we can distinguish different user signal utilizing
the orthogonality of pilot sequences. In this way, the spatial
distribution of users has no impact on the performance of
our proposed schemes. Define T3 , T2NR. We stack the T2
received pilot sequences together and have
rt1u =WHuf
t1
u + n˜
t1 (7)
where
rt1u , [(r
t1,1
u )
T , (rt1,2u )
T , . . . , (rt1,T2u )
T ]T ∈ CT3 ,
W , [(W 1)T , (W 2)T , . . . , (W T2)T ]T ∈ CT3×NA ,
n˜
t1 , [(n˜t1,1)T , (n˜t1,2)T , . . . , (n˜t1,T2)T ]T ∈ CT3 .
(8)
Further define
Ru , [r
1
u, r
2
u, . . . , r
T1
u ] ∈ CT3×T1 ,
F u , [f
1
u,f
2
u, . . . ,f
T1
u ] ∈ CMA×T1 ,
n˜ , [n˜1, n˜2, . . . , n˜T1 ] ∈ CT3×T1 .
(9)
We have
Ru =WHuF u + n˜. (10)
Considering the LOS channel path concentrates most channel
power in mmWave massive MIMO systems, we usually use
LOS channel path to transmit data for the uth user [15].
Therefore, it is important to design W and F u to estimate
the AoA and the AoD of the LOS path of Hu in (10) for the
uth user, which will be discussed in the following sections.
III. BEAMSPACE CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In this section, we first propose a framework of beamspace
channel estimation. Then based on this framework, three chan-
nel estimation schemes are proposed. Finally, the comparisons
of these three schemes together with the existing HMC-
based [8], JOINT-based [9], ECS-based [11], DCS-based [15]
and OCS-based [17] channel estimation schemes are also
presented.
A. Framework of Beamspace Channel Estimation
The beamspace channel matrix for the uth user H¯
v
u ∈
CNA×MA can be represented as [14]
H¯
v
u =D(NA, NA)
HHuD(MA,MA) (12)
where D(N,K) ∈ CN×K is the sampling matrix, which is
defined as
D(N,K) , [α(N,−1 + 0/K),α(N,−1 + 2/K),
α(N,−1 + 4/K), . . . ,α(N,−1 + 2(K − 1)/K)]. (13)
In fact, D(N,K) samples the beamspace [-1,1] in an interval
of 2/K by K steering vectors. For H¯
v
u, the AoA and AoD
is sampled in an interval of 2/NA and 2/MA, respectively.
Therefore the quantization error for the estimated AoA and
AoD is 2/NA and 2/MA, respectively. In order to decrease the
4‖D(NA,K)HWHW − γND(NA,K)H‖2F = ‖D(NA,K)H(WHW − γNINA)‖2F
=Tr
(
(WHW − γNINA)HD(NA,K)D(NA,K)H(WHW − γNINA)
)
=KTr
(
(WHW − γNINA)H(WHW − γNINA)
)
/NA = K‖WHW − γNINA‖2F /NA
(11)
quantization error, we introduce the over-sampled beamspace
channel matrix for the uth user Hvu ∈ CK×K as
Hvu = D(NA,K)
HHuD(MA,K) (14)
where K is the number of steering vectors with K > NA and
K > MA. Then the coordinates of the largest entry ofH
v
u are
the AoA and AoD of the LOS path with the quantization error
of 2/K . To reduce the quantization error and improve channel
estimation, we can use a large K by finding the largest entry
of Hvu.
However, we cannot directly obtain Hvu based on Ru in
(10), due to the hybrid precoding and combining operations
of F u and W , respectively. Note that the dimension of
Hu is NA × MA, while the dimension of WHuF u is
T3 × T1. In order to obtain the over-sampled beamspace
channel matrix as described in (14), we multiply Ru with
WH on the left and FHu on the right, which can make the
dimension ofWHWHuF uF
H
u the same as that ofHu. Now
we can obtain an over-sampled beamspace receiving matrix
Rvu ∈ CK×K as
Rvu = D(NA,K)
HWHWHuF uF
H
u D(MA,K) + n˜
v
(15)
where n˜
v
, D(NA,K)
HWHn˜FHu D(MA,K). It is ex-
pected that
D(NA,K)
HWHW = γND(NA,K)
H ,
F uF
H
u D(MA,K) = γMD(MA,K).
(16)
where γN , ‖WHW ‖F /
√
NA and γM ,
‖F uFHu ‖F /
√
MA. However, in this case, it requires
that T3 ≥ NA and T1 ≥ MA, leading to huge pilot
overhead. For example, in an mmWave massive MIMO
system with NA = 64, MA = 16, NR = 4 and
MR = 1, the pilot sequence should be repetitively
transmitted for T1T2 = 256 times. Therefore, it is
required to reduce the pilot overhead in practice, where
none of D(NA,K)
HWHW = γND(NA,K)
H and
F uF
H
u D(MA,K) = γMD(MA,K) can be satisfied. Now
we have the following two subproblems.
Subproblem 1 (Hybrid Precoding and Combining Matrix
Design): W and F u should be well designed so that the
coordinates of the largest entry ofRvu are the AoA and AoD of
the LOS path with the quantization error of 2/K . Therefore,
the AoA and AoD of the LOS path can be estimated by finding
the largest entry of Rvu.
Subproblem 2 (Search the Largest Entry): Due to the
large dimension of Rvu, finding the largest entry of R
v
u is
computationally expensive. Therefore, it is better to design a
low-complexity search algorithm fully regarding the structure
of Rvu.
B. IA-based Beamspace Channel Estimation Scheme
1) Hybrid Precoding and Combining Matrix Design: It
is observed that Rvu in (15) is the over-sampled beamspace
channel matrix with noise if (16) is satisfied. However, due to
the fact that T3 < NA, T1 < MA, the rank of W
HW and
F uF
H
u is less than NA and MA, respectively. So we cannot
find a proper W and F u satisfying (16).
The optimization problem for hybrid combining matrix
design is
min
W
‖D(NA,K)HWHW − γND(NA,K)H‖F
s.t. W t2R ∈ WR, t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2,
‖W t2BW t2R‖2F = PW , t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2,
(17)
where WR is the set of all feasible analog combining matrix
and PW = 1 to normalize the hybrid combining matrix.
Note that the design of hybrid precoder and hybrid combiner
is independent. We can well design the hybrid precoding
and combining matrices before the transmission of pilot se-
quences. Note that D(NA,K)D(NA,K)
H = KINA/NA.
We have (11). Then (17) can be further rewritten as
min
W
‖WHW − γNINA‖F
s.t. W t2R ∈ WR, t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2,
‖W t2BW t2R‖2F = PW , t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2.
(18)
It is seen that W defined in (8) is a flat matrix where
the columns are more than the rows. Therefore, it is infea-
sible that WHW equals γNINA . Instead, it is important
to design W so that WHW /γN approximates the identity
matrix, a.k.a, identity matrix approximation (IA). To minimize
‖WHW − γNINA‖F , W can be a submatrix of √γNU by
selecting the first T3 rows of
√
γNU , whereU is anyNA×NA
unitary matrix [22]. For example, we obtain U by singular
value decomposition (SVD) of a NA×NA random matrix A,
i.e., A = UΣV H , where each entry of A obeys the uniform
distribution [0,1]. In this way, we obtain W˜ . According to (8),
we can obtain W˜
t2
, t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2, which is essentially
dividing W˜ into T2 submatrices. Then (18) is converted into
T2 subproblems, where each subproblem can be expressed as
min
W
t2
B
,W
t2
R
‖W t2BW t2R − W˜
t2‖F
s.t. W t2R ∈ WR, ‖W t2BW t2R‖2F = PW .
(19)
We cannot directly obtain solutions for (19) due to the non-
convexity of the constraints. Note that [23] has proved that
temporarily neglecting the second power constraint of (19)
during the optimization of W t2B and W
t2
R will have little
5impact on the optimality of the hybrid precoding problem.
After W t2B and W
t2
R are obtained, we may set W
t2
B as
W t2B ←
√
PW
W t2B
‖W t2BW t2R‖F
, t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2 (20)
to satisfy the second constraint of (19).
To mitigate the interference among different data streams,
we impose a common constraint that the columns of the digital
combining matrix are mutually orthogonal, i.e.,W t2B
H
W t2B =
βINR , where β , PW /(NANR). Define W
t2
D , β
−1W t2B .
Then we have
‖W t2BW t2R − W˜
t2‖2F
= ‖W t2B (W t2R − β−1W t2B
H
W˜
t2
)‖2F
= Tr
(
(W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2
)HW t2B
H
W t2B (W
t2
R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2
)
)
= Tr
(
(W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2
)Hβ(W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2
)
)
= βTr
(
(W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2
)H(W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2
)
)
= β‖W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2‖2F . (21)
Therefore (19) can be expressed as
min
W
t2
B ,W
t2
R
‖W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2‖2F
s.t. W t2R ∈ WR.
(22)
It shows that W t2R and W
t2
D are decoupled. Given W
t2
D , the
solution of W t2R can be expressed as
W t2R = arg(W
t2
D
H
W˜
t2
,WR) (23)
where arg(A,R) first normalizes each entry of A and then
quantizes the normalized matrix in terms of R. Note that the
quantization is required since the resolution of phase shifters
is limited in practice, e.g., the resolution is 2/64 if the phase
shifter is 6 bits and the range of the angle is [-1,1].
Similarly, given W t2R , the optimization of W
t2
D based on
(22) can be expressed as
min
W
t2
D
‖W t2R −W t2D
H
W˜
t2‖2F
s.t. W t2D
H
W t2D = β
−1INR .
(24)
It is seen that (24) is similar to the orthogonal Procrustes
problem [24]. Then the solution to (24) can be obtained as
W t2D = β
−1/2V UH , (25)
where W t2R (W˜
t2
)H = UΣV H represents the SVD of
W t2R (W˜
t2
)H . Then we obtain W t2B = βW
t2
D . Note that
both (23) and (25) are optimal closed-form solutions to the
problems expressed in (22) and (24), respectively.
As shown in Algorithm 1, we propose an algorithm of
hybrid combining matrix design for the IA-based channel
estimation. We repeatedly fix W t2R to obtain W
t2
B via (25),
and then fix W t2R to obtain W
t2
B via (23) in turn. Define the
normalized iteration error ǫ as
ǫ ,
‖W t2,iR −W t2,i−1R ‖2F + ‖W t2,iB −W t2,i−1B ‖2F
‖W t2,i−1R ‖2F + ‖W t2,i−1B ‖2F
, (26)
Algorithm 1 Hybrid Combining Matrix Design for IA-based
Channel Estimation
1: Input: D(NA,K), WR, PW , δ, W˜ .
2: Obtain W˜
t2
based on W˜ via (8), t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2.
3: for t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2 do
4: Set i← 0, and obtain W t2,iR randomly from WR.
5: repeat
6: i← i+ 1.
7: Fix W
t2,i−1
R and obtain W
t2,i
B via (25).
8: Fix W
t2,i
B and obtain W
t2,i
R via (23).
9: until ǫ < δ
10: Update W t2B via (20).
11: Obtain W t2 via (6).
12: end for
13: Obtain W based on W t2 , t2 = 1, 2, . . . , T2 via (8).
14: Output: W .
the stop condition is that the iterative update of bothW t2R and
W t2B is stable, i.e., ǫ < δ, where δ is the threshold.
The optimization problem for hybrid precoding matrix
design is
min
F u
‖F uFHu D(MA,K)− γMD(MA,K)‖F
s.t. F t1R,u ∈ FR, t1 = 1, 2, . . . , T1,
‖F t1R,uF t1B,u‖2F = PF , t1 = 1, 2, . . . , T1,
(27)
where FR is the set of all feasible analog precoding matrix
and PF is the given power for the hybrid precoding. Similar
to (18), (27) can be rewritten as
min
Fu
‖F uFHu − γMIMA‖F
s.t. F t1R,u ∈ FR, t1 = 1, 2, . . . , T1,
‖F t1R,uF t1B,u‖2F = PF , t1 = 1, 2, . . . , T1.
(28)
We can obtain a solution as F˜ u by selecting the first T1
columns of
√
γMU , where U is anyMA×MA unitary matrix.
According to (9), we can obtain f˜
t1
u as the t1-th column of
F˜ u, t1 = 1, 2, . . . , T1. Define
f t1B,u , F
t1
B,u1MR , t1 = 1, 2, . . . , T1. (29)
Then we have
f t1u = F
t1
R,uf
t1
B,u. (30)
Similar to (19), (28) can be converted to T1 subproblems,
where each subproblem is expressed as
min
F
t1
R,u, f
t1
B,u
‖F t1R,uf t1B,u − f˜
t1
u ‖F
s.t. F t1R,u ∈ FR, ‖F t1R,uF t1B,u‖2F = PF .
(31)
Similar to (19), the second constraint of (31) can also be
temporarily neglected. Therefore, we may replaceW t2B ,W
t2
R ,
W˜
t2
, WR and PW in (19) with (f t1B,u)H , (F t1R,u)H , (f˜
t1
u )
H ,
FR and PF , respectively.
In order to run Algorithm 1 to obtain F u, we have to
further replace NA, T2, W˜ and W with MA, T1, F˜ u and
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F u. The routine of the algorithm is exactly the same, except
that an additional operation to obtain F t1B,u as
F t1B,u = f
t1
B,u1
T
MR/MR (32)
is required after finishing step 9; andW t2B should be replaced
by (F t1B,u)
H at step 10.
In summary, in the first half of the IA-based channel
estimation, we design of hybrid combining matrix and hybrid
precoding matrix; while in the other half to be discussed, we
will search the largest entry of the over-sampled beamspace
channel matrix.
2) Search the Largest Entry: Instead of exhaustively search
the largest entry from Rvu defined in (15), we can improve the
efficiency of the search algorithm by analyzing the structure of
Rvu. Neglecting the term from the additive noise and assuming
there is single path, we rewrite Rvu as
Rvu = D(NA,K)
HWHWHuF uF
H
u D(MA,K)
=
√
NAMAgu,irNr
H
M
(33)
where
rN , D(NA,K)
HWHWα(NA, θu,1), (34)
rHM , α
H(MA, ϕu,1)F uF
H
u D(MA,K). (35)
Since rN is a column vector and r
H
M is a row vector, the
largest entry of Rvu essentially depends on the largest entry of
rN and rM . Therefore we will analyze the structure of rN
and rM .
In the ideal case, i.e., F uF
H
u D(MA,K) = γMD(MA,K),
rM is an over-sampled transmit steering vector of
α(MA, ϕu,1) with an interval of 2/K . As shown in Fig. 1, we
illustrate the envelope of rM , where the position correspond-
ing to the peak of rM is the channel AoD with quantization
error of 2/K . In order to apply fast algorithms such as
Algorithm 2 Searching the Largest Entry Corresponding to
the AoA and AoD of LOS Path
1: Input: Ru.
2: (First Stage)
3: Obtain R¯
v
u via (36).
4: Obtain sq and sp via (37) and (38), respectively.
5: Obtain Γ = [Γ1,Γ2] and Υ = [Υ1,Υ2] via (39).
6: (Second Stage)
7: Obtain Rvu via (15).
8: while Γ2 − Γ1 > 2/K or Υ2 −Υ1 > 2/K do
9: Obtain Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 via (41).
10: Obtain Qmin via (43).
11: Update Γ and Υ.
12: end while
13: θˆu,1 = Γ1, ϕˆu,1 = Υ1
14: Output: θˆu,1, ϕˆu,1.
trichotomy search to find the peak of the curve, we have to first
find the main lobe with the width of 4/MA; otherwise these
algorithms may stop the search at the peak of side lobes.
Now we propose Algorithm 2 to fast search the largest
entry of Rvu, considering the structure of the steering vectors.
Algorithm 2 includes two stages. In the first stage, we find
the main lobe of rM and rN without oversampling. In the
second stage with oversampling, we apply the trichotomy
search to find the peak of the main lobe.
In the first stage from step 3 to step 6, we search the
main lobe, which is formed by two adjacent columns and
two adjacent rows of H¯
v
u defined in (12) [25]. We obtain
the beamspace receiving matrix R¯
v
u ∈ CNA×MA at step 3 as
R¯
v
u =D(NA, NA)
HWHWHuF uF
H
u D(MA,MA) + n¯
v
(36)
where n¯v , D(NA, NA)
HWHn˜FHu D(MA,MA) is a noise
term. We first find two adjacent columns indexed by {sq, sq+
1} with the largest channel power from H¯vu at step 4 via
sq = arg max
q=1,2,...,MA−1
‖R¯vu,q‖F (37)
where R¯
v
u,q ∈ CNA×2 represents a submatrix consisted of two
consecutive columns of R¯
v
u, with column indices denoted as
q and q+ 1. Similarly, we find two adjacent rows indexed by
{sp,sp+1} with the largest channel power from R¯vu at step 4
via
sp = arg max
p=1,2,...,NA−1
‖R¯vu,p‖F (38)
where R¯
v
u,p ∈ C2×MA represents a submatrix consisted of
two consecutive rows of R¯
v
u, with row indices denoted as p
and p + 1. By finding out the largest two adjacent columns
{sq, sq + 1} and rows {sp, sp + 1} of beamspace channel
matrix H¯
v
u, the search of AoA and AoD can be limited to the
range of
Γ = [Γ1,Γ2], Υ = [Υ1,Υ2], (39)
respectively, where
Γ1 ,− 1 + 2(sp − 3/2)/NA,Γ2 , −1 + 2(sp + 1/2)/NA,
Υ1 ,− 1 + 2(sq − 3/2)/MA,Υ2 , −1 + 2(sq + 1/2)/MA.
(40)
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In this way, we narrow down the search space of the AoA
and AoD from [−1, 1] to Γ and Υ, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 2, the two adjacent rows and two adjacent columns found
in the first stage are illustrated in a grey square area.
In the second stage from step 8 to step 14, we find the
coordinates of the largest entry of Rvu corresponding to the
AoA in Γ and AoD in Υ. Note that the quantization error of
the AoD and AoA is reduced from 2/MA and 2/NA to both
2/K by oversampling. We apply the trichotomy search. The
two points that divide Γ into three equal parts are 2Γ1/3 +
Γ2/3 and Γ1/3+ 2Γ2/3. Similarly, the two points that divide
Υ into three equal parts are 2Υ1/3+Υ2/3 and Υ1/3+2Υ2/3.
These four points marked in light blue in Fig. 2 can divide
the area of Rvu corresponding to Γ and Υ into nine smaller
areas. The entries corresponding to these four points are
Q1 = R
v
u[quan(2Γ1/3 + Γ2/3), quan(2Υ1/3 + Υ2/3)],
Q2 = R
v
u[quan(2Γ1/3 + Γ2/3), quan(Υ1/3 + 2Υ2/3)],
Q3 = R
v
u[quan(Γ1/3 + 2Γ2/3), quan(2Υ1/3 + Υ2/3)],
Q4 = R
v
u[quan(Γ1/3 + 2Γ2/3), quan(Υ1/3 + 2Υ2/3)],
(41)
where quan() is the quantization function to quantize the
consecutive θ into K discrete points, which is defined as
quan(θ) , 〈K(θ + 1)/2〉 . (42)
Then we compare the amplitude of Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 to
find the smallest one, which is expressed as
Qmin = min
{|Q1|, |Q2|, |Q3|, |Q4|}. (43)
We delete the parts that include Qmin and update Γ and Υ.
As shown in Fig. 2, Qmin is marked in dark blue, where the
entries within the area of the updated Γ and Υ are marked in
dark grey. For example, if Qmin = Q1, the updated Γ1, Γ2,
Υ1 and Υ2, denoted as Γ¯1, Γ¯2, Υ¯1 and Υ¯2, respectively, can
be represented as
Γ¯1 = 2Γ1/3 + Γ2/3, Γ¯2 = Γ2,
Υ¯1 = 2Υ1/3 + Υ2/3, Υ¯2 = Υ2.
(44)
We repeat the procedures until Γ2 − Γ1 ≤ 2/K and Υ2 −
Υ1 ≤ 2/K , which means the resolution 2/K of over-sampling
search is reached for both the AoA and AoD. Finally we output
the estimated AoA and AoD of LOS path at step 15.
C. ZO-based Beamspace Channel Estimation Schemes
In the IA-based beamspace channel estimation, we first
solve two optimization problems (17) and (27) to design
the hybrid combining matrix and hybrid precoding matrix.
However, considering that WHW does not exactly equal
γNINA and F uF
H
u does not exactly equal γMIMA , there are
possible errors for the search of the largest entry even without
noise. Also note that the off-diagonal entries of WHW and
F uF
H
u are not restricted to be zero, which may introduce
some interference for beamspace channel estimation.
In this subsection, we design hybrid precoding matrix F u
and hybrid combining matrixW so that the coordinates of the
largest entry of Rvu are the AoA and AoD of the LOS path
with the quantization error of 2/K for single path. Since the
largest entry of Rvu essentially depends on the largest entry of
rN in (34) and rM in (35), respectively, we will first analyze
rN and rM .
The kth entry of rM can be represented as rM [k] =
αH(MA, ϕu,1)F uF
H
u α(MA,−1 + 2(k − 1)/K). Therefore,
F u should be designed so that the largest entry of rM is
rM [quan(ϕu,1)], which indicates the quantization error is
2/K . However, it is difficult to solve this problem for discrete
K points. Now we convert this discrete problem into continu-
ous problem to obtain the derivative. To ease the notation, we
define αM (ϕ) , α(MA, ϕ) and ϕg , ϕu,1. We further define
a function of ϕ as R(ϕg, ϕ) ,
∣∣αHM (ϕg)F uFHu αM (ϕ)∣∣2,
which can be regarded as the continuous version of rM . The
problem can be formulated as
argmax
ϕ
R(ϕg , ϕ). (45)
where ϕg is the genuine channel parameter defined in (2) but is
unknown to the receiver. It is expected that one of the solutions
to (45) is ϕg .
Define F+u , F uF
H
u . Note that F
+
u is a Hermitian matrix,
i.e., F+u
H
= F+u . The partial derivative of R(ϕg, ϕ) over ϕ
is
∂R(ϕg , ϕ)
∂ϕ
=
∂αHM (ϕ)F
+
uαM (ϕg)α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕ)
∂ϕ
=
∂αHM (ϕ)
∂ϕ
F+uαM (ϕg)α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕ)+
αHM (ϕ)F
+
uαM (ϕg)α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
u
∂αM (ϕ)
∂ϕ
.
(46)
8Define a diagonal matrix B ∈ CMA×MA as
B ,

0 0 · · · 0
0 −jπ · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · −jπ(MA − 1)
 (47)
which is a diagonal matrix with MA−1 nonzero entries. Then
(46) can be further written as
∂R(ϕg, ϕ)
∂ϕ
= αHM (ϕ)B
HF+uαM (ϕg)α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕ)+
αHM (ϕ)F
+
uαM (ϕg)α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uBαM (ϕ)
= 2R
{
αHM (ϕ)F
+
uαM (ϕg)α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uBαM (ϕ)
}
.
(48)
Since ϕg is one of the solutions to (45), we have
∂ R(ϕg , ϕ)
∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕg
= 0. (49)
Then we have
2R
{
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕg)α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uBαM (ϕg)
}
= 0.
(50)
Since F+u is a Hermitian matrix, α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕg) is a
real number. Therefore we have
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕg)2R
{
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uBαM (ϕg)
}
= 0.
(51)
There are two solutions of F+u to (51), denoted as Solution 1
and Solution 2. Solution 1 of F+u satisfies
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕg) = 0, (52)
while Solution 2 of F+u satisfies
2R
{
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uBαM (ϕg)
}
= 0. (53)
In terms of Solution 1, if (52) is satisfied, we set ϕg =
−1,−1 + 2/MA, . . . ,−1 + 2(MA − 1)/MA and obtain MA
equations. We combine these MA equations together, having
D(MA,MA)
HF+uD(MA,MA) = A1 (54)
where A1 ∈ CMA×MA is a matrix with zero diagonal entries,
leading to
Tr(A1) = 0. (55)
But the trace of the expression on the left side of (54) is
Tr
(
D(MA,MA)
HF+uD(MA,MA)
)
= Tr
(
D(MA,MA)D(MA,MA)
HF+u
)
= Tr
(
F+u
)
/MA
(a)
≥ 0 (56)
where (a) is true because F+u is positive semi-definite, and the
equality of (a) holds only when F+u = 0MA . Simultaneously
satisfying (55) and (56) leads to
F+u = 0MA . (57)
However, in practice F+u can not be zero matrix due to the
power constraint in (27). Therefore Solution 1 is meaningless.
In terms of Solution 2, we first rewrite the expression on
the left side of (53) as
2R
{
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uBαM (ϕg)
}
= αHM (ϕg)B
HF+uαM (ϕg) +α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
uBαM (ϕg)
=
∂αHM (ϕg)
∂ϕg
F+uαM (ϕg) +α
H
M (ϕg)F
+
u
∂αM (ϕg)
∂ϕg
=
∂αHM (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕg)
∂ϕg
. (58)
Therefore (53) can be further written as
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕg) = ξ. (59)
where ξ is a constant. Similar to (54), we have
D(MA,MA)
HF+uD(MA,MA) = A2 (60)
where A2 ∈ CMA×MA is a matrix whose diagonal entries all
equal ξ, leading to
Tr(A2) = ξMA. (61)
The trace of the expression on the left of (60) is Tr
(
F+u
)
/MA
according to (56). Combining (61) and (56), we have
ξ = Tr
(
F+u
)
/M2A. (62)
Now we solve (59) to obtain the solution of F+. The expres-
sion on the left side of (59) is essentially in a quadratic form,
which can be written in detail as
αHM (ϕg)F
+
uαM (ϕg) (63)
=
MA∑
i=1
MA∑
l=1
αHM (ϕg)[i]F
+
u [i, l]αM (ϕg)[l]
=
1
M2A
MA∑
i=1
MA∑
l=1
e−jpiϕg(l−i)F+u [i, l]
=
1
M2A
−1∑
k=1−MA
(
MA+k∑
l=1
F+u [l − k, l]
)
e−jpiϕgk+
1
M2A
MA−1∑
k=1
(
MA−k∑
i=1
F+u [i, i+ k]
)
e−jpiϕgk +
Tr
(
F+u
)
M2A
.
Based on (59), (62) and (63), we have
1
M2A
−1∑
k=1−MA
(
MA+k∑
l=1
F+u [l − k, l]
)
e−jpiϕgk+
1
M2A
MA−1∑
k=1
(
MA−k∑
i=1
F+u [i, i+ k]
)
e−jpiϕgk = 0 (64)
Since in practice ϕg can be any value in [-1,1], F
+
u should
satisfy
MA+k∑
l=1
F+u [l − k, l] = 0, k = 1−MA, 2−MA, · · · ,−1,
MA−k∑
i=1
F+u [i, i+ k] = 0, k = 1, 2, · · · ,MA − 1, (65)
9which means the summation of off-diagonal entries on the
same line parallel to the main diagonal line of F+u is zero.
To simplify the problem, we set all off-diagonal entries of
F+u to be zero, a.k.a., zero off-diagonal (ZO). In this way, we
have to shut down some antenna ports for ZO-based schemes,
while the number of active RF chains keeps the same. In fact,
according to the existing literature [26]–[28], some antenna
ports are shut down in mmWave massive MIMO systems.
In [26] and [27], some antenna ports are shut down to achieve
the antenna selection aiming at the sum-rate maximization.
In [28], some antenna ports are shut down to achieve wide
mainlobe of beams for mmWave beam training based on
hierarchical codebooks. Since F u ∈ CMA×T1 is a tall matrix
with MA > T1 and F
+
u = F uF
H
u , the rank of F
+
u is no more
than T1, indicating that there are only T1 nonzero entries of
the diagonal matrix F+u . We set the T1 nonzero entries to be
the same γM
√
MA/T1 and the left MA−T1 diagonal entries
to be zero.
Given F+u , we can obtain F u by making SVD of F
+
u , i.e.,
F+u = UMΣMU
H
M , where UM ∈ CMA×T1 is an unitary
matrix and ΣM ∈ CT1×T1 is a real diagonal matrix. Then we
can obtain F u by
F u = UM
√
ΣM . (66)
Similar to F+, we define W+ , WHW , where W+
should satisfy
NA+k∑
l=1
W+[l − k, l] = 0, k = 1−NA, 2−NA, · · · ,−1,
NA−k∑
i=1
W+[i, i+ k] = 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , NA − 1. (67)
We set W+ to be a diagonal matrix, where T3 nonzero
diagonal entries are set to be the same γN
√
NA/T3 and the
left NA − T3 diagonal entries are zero. Given W+, we can
obtainW by making SVD ofW+, i.e., W+ = UNΣNU
H
N ,
where UN ∈ CNA×T3 is an unitary matrix and ΣN ∈ CT3×T3
is a diagonal matrix. Then we can obtain W by
W =
√
ΣNU
H
N . (68)
According to different layout of nonzero diagonal entries,
now we propose a scattered zero off-diagonal (SZO) and
a concentrated zero off-diagonal (CZO) based beamspace
channel estimation scheme. In the SZO scheme, the nonzero
diagonal entries of F+u andW
+ are uniformly distributed with
the same interval. In the CZO scheme, the nonzero diagonal
entries of F+u and W
+ are concentrated on the upper left
corner of the matrix.
1) SZO-based Beamspace Channel Estimation Scheme:
We design F+u as
F+u = γM
√
MA
T1

ZMA/T1 0MA/T1 · · · 0MA/T1
0MA/T1 ZMA/T1 · · · 0MA/T1
...
...
. . .
...
0MA/T1 0MA/T1 · · · ZMA/T1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
MA
(69)
where ZN denotes an N ×N matrix where only the entry on
the upper-left corner is one and all the other entries are zero.
We design W+ as
W+ = γN
√
NA
T3

ZNA/T3 0NA/T3 · · · 0NA/T3
0NA/T3 ZNA/T3 · · · 0NA/T3
...
...
. . .
...
0NA/T3 0NA/T3 · · · ZNA/T3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
NA
(70)
Then we analyze the largest entry of rM . The amplitude
of rM [k] can be derived by (71). It is verified by (71) that
the off-diagonal entries of F+u are all zero. We observe that∣∣rM [k]∣∣ is essentially the inner product between a steering
vector α(T1,MA(−1+2(k−1)/K)/T1) and a steering vector
α(T1, ϕgMA/T1), indicating that
∣∣rM [k]∣∣ is maximized when
the angles of these two steering vectors are the closest, i.e.,
k̂ = arg min
1≤k≤K
∣∣MA(−1+2(k−1)/K−ϕg)/T1+2l∣∣, l ∈ Z.
(73)
Note that the angles of these two steering vectors may be out
of [−1, 1] because MA/T1 > 1. Therefore we need to add
the term of 2l in (73) to guarantee that (−1 + 2(k − 1)/K −
ϕg)MA/T1 + 2l is within [−1, 1]. From (73), we obtain
k̂ =
〈(− 2T1l/MA + ϕg + 1)K/2〉+ 1, l ∈ Z. (74)
It is seen that the number of solutions to (74) is ⌊MA/T1⌋.
Define ϕ̂g , −1 + 2(k̂ − 1)/K as an estimation of ϕg . We
have
ϕ̂g = 2
〈(− 2T1l/MA + ϕg + 1)K/2〉/K − 1, l ∈ Z. (75)
Suppose T1K/MA to be an integer. Then (75) can be rewritten
as
ϕ̂g = −2T1l/MA + 2
〈
K(ϕg + 1)/2
〉
/K − 1, l ∈ Z. (76)
where 2〈(ϕg + 1)K/2〉/K − 1 is essentially the quantization
of ϕg with resolution of 2/K . It seen from (76) that ϕ̂g is
periodic with l, indicating that the main lobe and the side
lobes of |rM | have the same envelope, which is illustrated in
the third sub-figure of Fig. 1.
Similarly, we define θg , θu,1 to ease the notation, and
further define θ̂g as an estimation of θg , we have
θ̂g = −2T3i/NA + 2
〈
K(θg + 1)/2
〉
/K − 1, i ∈ Z. (77)
It seen from (77) that θ̂g is periodic with i.
In order to eliminate the uncertainty of l in (76) and i in
(77), we resort to beam training based on codebook [29] to
find the main lobes of |rM | and |rN |, and then design F u
andW to estimate the AoA and AoD of the LOS path within
the main lobe.
(i) Codebook Design and Beam Training: As shown in
Fig. 3, a typical hierarchical codebook has S layers, which
satisfy N = 2S , where N is the number of antennas. In
the s(s = 1, 2, . . . , S)th layer, there are 2s codewords with
the same beam width but different steering angles. The union
of beam angle of all the codewords in each layer is [−1, 1].
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∣∣rM [k]∣∣ = ∣∣α(MA,−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)HF uFHu α(MA, ϕg)∣∣
= γM
√
MA
T1
∣∣∣∣∣α(MA,−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)H

ZMA/T1 0MA/T1 · · · 0MA/T1
0MA/T1 ZMA/T1 · · · 0MA/T1
...
...
. . .
...
0MA/T1 0MA/T1 · · · ZMA/T1
α(MA, ϕg)
∣∣∣∣∣
=
γM
MA
√
MA
T1
∣∣∣ T1∑
i=1
e−jpi(ϕg−(−1+2(k−1)/K))((i−1)MA/T1)
∣∣∣ = γM
MA
√
MA
T1
∣∣∣ T1∑
i=1
e−jpiMA/T1(ϕg−(−1+2(k−1)/K))(i−1)
∣∣∣
=
γMT1
2
MA
√
MA
T1
∣∣α(T1,MA(−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)/T1)Hα(T1, ϕgMA/T1)∣∣. (71)
∣∣rM [k]∣∣ = ∣∣α(MA,−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)HF uFHu α(MA, ϕg)∣∣
= γM
√
MA
T1
∣∣∣α(MA,−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)H [ IT1 0(T1)×(MA−T1)0(MA−T1)×(T1) 0(MA−T1)×(MA−T1)
]
α(MA, ϕg)
∣∣∣
=
γMT1
2
MA
√
MA
T1
∣∣∣α(T1,−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)Hα(T1, ϕg)∣∣∣ (72)
Denote c(s, n) as the n(n = 1, 2, . . . , 2s)th codeword in the
sth layer, covering the beam angle
ω(s, n) , [ω1(s, n), ω2(s, n)] (78)
where ω1(s, n) , −1 + (n − 1)/2s−1 and ω2(s, n) ,
−1+n/2s−1. Now we propose an integration-based codebook
design method. The codeword c(s, n) is the integration of
steering vectors α(N, θ) with θ from ω1(s, n) to ω2(s, n),
which is expressed in (79). In Fig. 4, we compare the
integration-based codebook design method with the existing
sparse-based codebook design method [8], with respect to
the codewords in the first and second layer of the codebook.
It shows the codewords designed by the integration-based
method have the same beam pattern as those designed by the
sparse-based method. However, our method has a closed-form
expression, which is much easier for beam generation than the
sparse-based method.
After transmitting the beams formed by the codewords of
the Sth layer, the AoA and AoD can be coarsely estimated
within [−1 + 2(nW − 3/2)/NA,−1 + 2(nW − 1/2)/NA and
[−1+2(nF −3/2)/MA,−1+2(nF −1/2)/MA], respectively,
where nF ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,MA} and nW ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NA} are the
codeword indices of the Sth layer. After finishing the search
of the codebook, the resolution of the AoA and AoD is 2/NA
and 2/MA, respectively.
(ii) Complementary Channel Estimation: After the code-
book training in (i), the main lobes of |rM | and |rN | are
identified. However, the estimation precision of the AoA and
AoD is not satisfied. Therefore, we make complementary
channel estimation after the codebook training. During the
complementary channel estimation, limited pilot transmission
with small pilot overhead is needed.
As illustrated in the third sub-figure of Fig. 1, the width of
the main lobe of |rM | is 4/MA, which requires the period
of 2T1/MA no smaller than 4/MA, resulting in T1 ≥ 2.
Similarly, we have T3 = T2NR ≥ 2, resulting in T2 ≥ 1.
We set T1 = 2 and T2 = 1, meaning that we only need
two different hybrid precoding matrices F u and one hybrid
combining matrix W , where the overhead of pilot training is
substantially reduced compared to the IA-based scheme.
Finally, we run the second stage of Algorithm 2 with
Γ1 , −1+ 2(nW − 3/2)/NA, Γ2 , −1+ 2(nW − 1/2)/NA,
Υ1 , −1+2(nF−3/2)/MA andΥ2 , −1+2(nF−1/2)/MA.
Note that we cannot run the first stage of Algorithm 2 to
find the main lobe of |rM | and |rN |, since the main lobe and
the side lobes have the same envelope, as shown in the third
sub-figure of Fig. 1. We can only use the beam training based
on codebook to find the main lobe.
2) CZO-based Beamspace Channel Estimation Scheme:
In this scheme, the nonzero diagonal entries of F+u and W
+
are concentrated on the upper left corner of the matrix. We
design F+u and W
+ as
F+u = γM
√
MA
T1
[
IT1 0T1×(MA−T1)
0(MA−T1)×T1 0(MA−T1)×(MA−T1)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MA
,
(80)
W+ = γN
√
NA
T3
[
IT3 0T3×(NA−T3)
0(NA−T3)×T3 0(NA−T3)×(NA−T3)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
NA
.
(81)
Then we analyze the largest entry of rM . Similar to (71), the
amplitude of rM [k] can be derived by (72). We also observe
that
∣∣rM [k]∣∣ is the inner product between a steering vector
α(T1,−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)) and a steering vector α(T1, ϕg),
indicating that
∣∣rM [k]∣∣ is maximized when the angles of these
two steering vectors are the closest, i.e.,
k̂ = arg min
1≤k≤K
∣∣(−1 + 2(k − 1)/K)− ϕg∣∣. (82)
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES.
Computational
Complexity
Estimation
Error without
Noise
Estimation
Error with
Noise
Total Time
Slots
IA low > 2/K small flexible
SZO low 2/K small fixed
CZO low 2/K large flexible
DCS high > 2/K large flexible
OCS high > 2/K large flexible
ECS high > 2/K large flexible
HMC low depend on T small flexible
JOINT low depend on T small flexible
Note that different with (73), there is no term of 2l in (82),
because both −1 + 2(k − 1)/K and ϕg are within [−1, 1].
From (82), we obtain
k̂ =
〈(
ϕg + 1
)
K
/
2
〉
+ 1. (83)
Define ϕ̂g , −1 + 2(k̂ − 1)/K as an estimation of ϕg . We
have
ϕ̂g = 2
〈(
ϕg + 1
)
K/2
〉
/K − 1. (84)
where 2〈(ϕg + 1)K/2〉/K − 1 is essentially the quantization
of ϕg with resolution of 2/K . Unlike (75), ϕ̂g in (84) is
not periodic. Therefore, the envelope of the main lobe and
the side lobe is different, as shown in the last sub-figure
of Fig. 1, where the beam training based on codebook to
identify the main lobe is not necessary. We can directly employ
Algorithm 2 to find the largest entry, which corresponds to
the AoD and AoA of the LOS path.
D. Comparisons
Now we compare the proposed three schemes together with
the HMC-based, JOINT-based, ECS-based, DCS-based and
OCS-based channel estimation scheme in terms of compu-
tational complexity, estimation error and total time slots for
channel training, which are summarized in Table I.
1) Computational Complexity: As shown in (65), (67) and
Algorithm 1, the proposed hybrid precoding and combining
schemes are independent of the channel matrix, so we can
design the hybrid precoding and combining matrix well before
the transmission of pilot sequences. In this way, we do not
need to consider the channel coherence time when designing
the hybrid precoding and combing matrix. In other words,
the computational complexity mainly comes from the search
of the largest entry in Algorithm 2. For both the IA-based
scheme and CZO-based scheme, in the first stage, we need
to compute Frobenius norm of the NA × 2 matrix R¯vu,q in
(37) for MA − 1 times and Frobenius norm of the 2 ×MA
matrix R¯
v
u,p in (38) for NA − 1 times, resulting in the
complexity to be O(4NA(MA − 1) + 4MA(NA − 1)). In the
second stage, we use the trichotomy search to find the largest
entry among 2K/NA × 2K/MA entries. Since the length of
current Γ and Υ is 2/3 of that of the previous Γ and Υ
in (44), the number of iterations is log3/2(2K/MA). In the
first log3/2(2K/NA) iterations, we compute four trichotomy
points in each iteration. The entry on each point is the
multiplication of three parts, including a 1 × NA row vector
of D(NA,K)
H , the NA × MA matrix WHWHuF uFHu ,
and an MA × 1 column vector of D(MA,K), leading to
the complexity to be O(8(log3/2(2K/NA))(NA + 1)MA). In
the following log3/2(2K/MA) − log3/2(2K/NA) iterations,
since the AoA has been estimated, we only need to compute
two trichotomy points in each iteration. The entry on each
point is the multiplication of two parts, including a 1 ×MA
row vector ofD(NA,K)
HWHWHuF uF
H
u and an MA×1
column vector of D(MA,K), leading to the complexity to be
O(4(log3/2(2K/MA)− log3/2(2K/NA))MA). Therefore the
total computational complexity for both the IA-based scheme
and CZO-based scheme is
O(4NA(MA − 1) + 4MA(NA − 1) + 8(log3/2(2K/NA))
(NA + 1)MA + 4(log3/2(2K/MA)− log3/2(2K/NA))MA).
(85)
For the SZO-based scheme, where only the second stage of
Algorithm 2 is needed, we use the trichotomy search to find
the largest entry among K/NA ×K/MA entries, resulting in
the total computational complexity to be
O(8(log3/2(K/NA))(NA + 1)MA+
4(log3/2(K/MA)− log3/2(K/NA))MA). (86)
For the DCS-based channel estimation scheme [15], where the
main lobe is first searched and then the largest entry within the
main lobe is further searched by the exhaustive search method,
the computational complexity is
O(2NA(MA−1)+2MA(NA−1)+2K2(NA+1)/NA). (87)
c(s, n) =
∫ ω2(s,n)
ω1(s,n)
α(N, θ)dθ
=
∫ ω2(s,n)
ω1(s,n)
1√
N
[
1, e−jpiθ, ..., e−jpiθ(N−1)
]T
dθ
=
1√
N
[
1
2s−1
,
j
π
(e−jpiω2(s,n) − e−jpiω1(s,n)), ..., j
π
(e−jpi(N−1)ω2(s,n) − e−jpi(N−1)ω1(s,n))
]T
=
1√
N
[
1
2s−1
,
j
π
(e−jpiω2(s,n)(1− ejpi/2s−1), ..., j
π(N − 1)(e
−jpi(N−1)ω2(s,n)(1− ejpi(N−1)/2s−1))
]T
(79)
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Fig. 3. The structure of hierarchical codebook.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of beam patterns designed by the integration-based
method and the sparse-based algorithm.
For the ECS-based [11] and OCS-based [17] channel esti-
mation schemes, the largest entry is directly searched by the
exhaustive search method, the computational complexity is
O(2MA(NA + 1)K2). (88)
Since K > NA and K > MA, the computational complexity
of the IA-based scheme, SZO-based scheme and CZO-based
scheme is much lower than that of the ECS-based, OCS-
based and DCS-based channel estimation scheme. Moreover,
for the HMC-based and JOINT-based schemes, since they use
hierarchical codebook for beam training instead of computing
multiplication in (15) to obtain Rvu, the computational com-
plexity is almost zero.
2) Estimation Error: For four schemes including the IA-
based scheme, ECS-based scheme, DCS-based scheme and
OCS-based scheme, the estimation error of the AoA and AoD
is larger than 2/K without noise. However, as shown in (76)
and (84), the estimation error of the AoA and AoD is 2/K
without noise for both SZO-based and CZO-based scheme.
For the HMC-based scheme and JOINT-based scheme, the
precision of channel estimation relies on the number of the
layers in the hierarchical codebook. In fact, the number of time
slots for training is proportional to the layers in the codebook.
However, for the IA-based scheme, ECS-based scheme, DCS-
based scheme, OCS-based scheme, SZO-based scheme and
CZO-based scheme, K can be set independent of the number
of time slots for training.
As shown in the last sub-figure of Fig. 1 for the CZO-
based scheme, the width of main lobe of rM and rN is 4/T1
and 4/T3, respectively, which are larger than that of the IA-
based scheme and SZO-based scheme. Therefore, rN and rM
in the CZO-based scheme are flatter than those of the IA-
based scheme and SZO-based scheme, meaning that the CZO-
based scheme has the largest estimation error among the three
schemes with the same noise power.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of NMSE for different SNR.
3) Total Time Slots for Channel Training: For the SZO-
based scheme where the beam training based on codebook is
used, the number of time slots consumed by the beam training
is U(5 log2MA+2 log2(NA/MA)). Additionally, we need 2U
time slots to transmit pilot sequences. Therefore, the number
of total times slots for channel training is U(5 log2MA +
2 log2(NA/MA)+2) for the SZO-based scheme. However, for
the IA-based scheme, CZO-based scheme, ECS-based scheme,
DCS-based scheme, OCS-based scheme, HMC-based scheme
and JOINT-based scheme, the total time slots are flexible,
depending on T1 and T2.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Now we evaluate the performance of three proposed
schemes. We consider uplink transmission of a multi-user
mmWave massive MIMO system. The BS serving U = 4
users has NA = 64 antennas and NR = 4 RF chains, while
each user has MA = 16 antennas and MR = 1 RF chain.
Suppose we use 6 bit and 4 bit digital phase shifters at the
BS and users, respectively. The number of resolvable paths in
mmWave channel is set to be Lu = 3, while gu,1 ∼ CN (0, 1)
and gu,i ∼ CN (0, 0.01) for i = 2, 3. We use K = 1024
over-sampling steering vectors. For SZO-based scheme, the
number of total time slots for channel training is fixed to
be U(5 log2MA + 2 log2(NA/MA) + 2) = 144. For the IA-
based scheme, SZO-based scheme, ECS-based scheme, HMC-
based scheme and JOINT-based scheme, the total time slots
for channel training are flexible.
As shown in Fig. 5, we compare the channel
estimation performance in terms of normalized mean
square error (NMSE) for the proposed three schemes,
the DCS-based scheme [15] and the OCS-based
scheme [17] with different SNR. The NMSE is defined
as 1U E
{∑U
u=1
√
(θˆu,1 − θu,1)2 + (ϕˆu,1 − ϕu,1)2
}
, which
reflects the estimation accuracy of AoA and AoD. We set
T1 = 4 and T2 = 4. Then T3 = T2NR = 16. In order to make
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fair comparisons, we set the total time slots of the DCS-based
scheme, OCS-based scheme, ECS-based scheme, HMC-based
scheme and JOINT-based scheme the same as the proposed
schemes. The number of total time slots for pilot training
is fairly set to be UT1T2 = 64. Given T1T2, the number
of codewords in the last layer of hierarchical codebook
is 2〈T1T2/5〉 = 8. We also include the ideal case where
WHW = γNINA and F uF
H
u = γMIMA for comparisons.
It is observed from Fig. 5 that both the IA-based scheme
and SZO-based scheme outperform the DCS-based, OCS-
based, ECS-based, HMC-based and JOINT-based schemes.
At SNR of 15dB, the IA-based scheme has 92.8%, 66.9%,
94.2%, 96.5% and 96.5% performance improvement compared
with the DCS-based, OCS-based, ECS-based, HMC-based
and JOINT-based schemes, respectively, while the SZO-based
scheme has 96.8%, 85.2%, 97.4%, 98.4% and 98.4% im-
provement compared with the DCS-based, OCS-based, ECS-
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Fig. 9. Convergence of Algorithm 1.
based, HMC-based and JOINT-based schemes, respectively.
The reason for the performance of the DCS-based and OCS-
based schemes is that both the DCS-based and OCS-based
schemes employ random precoding and random combining
matrix, which are not optimal. Although both the DCS-
based and OCS-based schemes outperform the CZO-based
scheme in low SNR region, at high SNR region such as
SNR of 20dB, the CZO-based scheme has 86.8% and 34.5%
improvement compared with the DCS-based and OCS-based
schemes, respectively. The reason is that the width of the
main lobe in CZO-based scheme is larger than DCS-based
and OCS-based scheme. Besides, both the SZO-based scheme
and CZO-based scheme can approach the ideal performance
as SNR increases, which shows the superiority of SZO-based
scheme and CZO-based scheme in their small estimation error.
The reason for the unsatisfactory performance of the ECS-
based scheme is that the ECS-based scheme does not consider
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the power leakage due to the limited beamspace resolution.
Therefore the ideal sparse property of beamspace channel is
impaired. The reason for the unsatisfactory performance of
the HMC-based and JOINT-based schemes is the number of
codewords in the last layer of hierarchical codebook is only 8
and much smaller than K = 1024, where the total time slots
for training are set to be the same with other schemes for
fair comparisons. In addition, compared with the CZO-based
scheme, the IA-based scheme has smaller estimation error in
the low SNR region. The IA-based scheme can achieve better
NMSE performance than the CZO-based scheme when SNR
< 20 dB, which means we can use the IA-based scheme for
better NMSE performance when SNR < 20dB.
As shown in Fig. 6, we compare the sum-rate for the
proposed three schemes, the DCS-based, OCS-based, ECS-
based, HMC-based and JOINT-based schemes. It is seen that
the proposed three schemes achieve better performance than
the other schemes, especially in low SNR region. At SNR
of 10dB, the performance gap between the proposed three
schemes and the ideal case is around 1dB.
As shown in Fig. 7, we compare the channel estimation
performance in terms of NMSE for different schemes with
different number of total time slots for channel training, which
is T = UT1T2. Since the number of total time slots for channel
training is fixed to be 144 for the SZO-based scheme, SZO-
based scheme is not included for comparison. We fix SNR
to be 15dB. Given T , we set T1 = T2 =
√
T/U . It is seen
that when T is small, the CZO-based scheme performs the
best; when T is large, the IA-based scheme performs the best.
When T = 16, the CZO-based scheme has 78.2%, 77.8%,
83.5%, 76.0% and 76.1% performance improvement compared
with the DCS-based, OCS-based, ECS-based, HMC-based
and JOINT-based schemes, respectively. When T = 100,
the IA-based scheme has 76.3%, 11.2%, 81.4%, 91.4% and
91.5% improvement compared with the DCS-based, OCS-
based, ECS-based, HMC-based and JOINT-based schemes,
respectively. In the ideal case that bothWHW = γNINA and
F uF
H
u = γMIMA can be achieved, the number of total time
slots for channel training is UMANA = 4096. It is seen from
Fig. 7 that with substantially reduced training overhead, i.e.,
T ≪ 4096, satisfactory performance can almost be achieved,
e.g., 0.0027 of NMSE with T = 100 for the IA-based scheme.
The number of total time slots for channel training is flexible
and fixed for the IA-based scheme and the SZO-based scheme,
respectively, which indicates the flexibility of the IA-based
scheme. To achieve the NMSE of 0.0027, T = 100 is enough
for the IA-based scheme, while T = 144 is fixed for the SZO-
based scheme.
As shown in Fig. 8, we compare the sum-rate for different
number of total time slots for channel training. We fix SNR
to be 15dB. We observe that the CZO-based scheme can
achieve better performance than the DCS-based, OCS-based,
ECS-based, HMC-based and JOINT-based schemes when T is
small. When T is close to 100, the sum-rate of the IA-based
scheme and CZO-based scheme is almost invariant, indicating
that T = 100 is enough to achieve the maximal sum-rate.
As shown in Fig. 9, we verify the convergence of
Algorithm 1. Suppose we use 5, 6 and 7 bit digital phase
shifters at the BS, respectively. It is seen that ǫ in (26)
decreases rapidly as the number of iterations grows, and ǫ
decreases faster with higher resolution of digital phase shifters.
Using 6 bit digital phase shifters at the BS, ǫ is smaller than
10−3 when the number of iterations is larger than 25, which
means 25 iterations is enough for δ = 10−3.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated beamspace channel estimation
for multi-user mmWave massive MIMO system. A framework
of beamspace channel estimation has been proposed. Then
based on the this framework, three channel estimation schemes
have been proposed. These schemes together with the existing
channel estimation schemes have been compared in terms of
computational complexity, estimation error and total time slots
for channel training. Simulation results have shown that the
proposed schemes outperform the existing schemes and can
approach the performance of the ideal case with substantially
reduced training overhead. Future work will focus on the
design of hybrid precoding and hybrid combining for multi-
user data transmission regarding the energy efficiency and
the theoretical proof of the convergence of iterative hybrid
precoding and combining design.
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